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Manipulating data with dplyr



The tidyverse



The tidyverse



Most important dplyr verbs

dwd d21102 21451 11880MG131401 11880MG131451 1
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Extract rows/cases 
with filter()
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swpdA4010131MMMMMMMMA5010101A6510051A11010072
swpdA11010072MMMMA6510051A4010131A5010101MMMMExtract columns/variables 

with select()
Arrange/sort rows
with arrange()

Make new columns/variables
with mutate()

Make group summaries with
group_by() %>% summarize()



filter()

filter(.data, ...)

Extract rows that meet some sort of test

Data frame to transform One or more tests
(filter returns each row for 

which the test is TRUE)



filter()

filter(gapminder, country == "Denmark")

Extract rows that meet some sort of test

country continent year …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 …
… … … …
Czech Republic Europe 2007 …
Denmark Europe 1952 …
Denmark Europe 1957 …
Denmark … … …

country continent year …
Denmark Europe 1952 …
Denmark Europe 1957 …
Denmark Europe 1962 …
Denmark Europe 1967 …
Denmark Europe 1972 …
Denmark Europe 1977 …
… … … …



filter()

One = sets an argument
(returns nothing)

Two == tests if equal
(returns TRUE or FALSE)

filter(gapminder, country == "Denmark")



Logical tests
Test Meaning
x < y Less than
x > y Greater than
x == y Equal to
x <= y Less than or equal to
x >= y Greater than or equal to
x != y Not equal to
x %in% y In (group membership)
is.na(x) Is missing
!is.na(x) Is not missing



Your turn (#1)
Use filter() and logical tests to show…

1. The data for Canada
2. All data for countries in Oceania
3. Rows where the life expectancy is greater than 82



Your turn (#1)
Use filter() and logical tests to show…

1. The data for Canada
2. All data for countries in Oceania
3. Rows where the life expectancy is greater than 82



filter(gapminder, country == "Canada")

filter(gapminder, continent == "Oceania")

filter(gapminder, lifeExp > 82)



Common mistakes
Using = instead of ==

Quote use

filter(gapminder, country = "Canada")

filter(gapminder, country == "Canada")

filter(gapminder, country == Canada)

filter(gapminder, country == "Canada")



filter() with multiple conditions

filter(gapminder, country == "Denmark", year > 2000)

Extract rows that meet every test

country continent year …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 …
… … … …
Czech Republic Europe 2007 …
Denmark Europe 1952 …
Denmark … … …
Denmark Europe 2002 …

country continent year …
Denmark Europe 2002 …
Denmark Europe 2007 …



Boolean operators

Operator Meaning
a & b and
a | b or
!a not



filter() with multiple conditions

filter(gapminder, country == "Denmark" & year > 2000)

Extract rows that meet every test

country continent year …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 …
… … … …
Czech Republic Europe 2007 …
Denmark Europe 1952 …
Denmark … … …
Denmark Europe 2002 …

country continent year …
Denmark Europe 2002 …
Denmark Europe 2007 …



Your turn (#2)
Use filter() and Boolean logical tests to show…

1. Canada before 1970
2. Countries where life expectancy in 2007 is below 50
3. Countries where life expectancy in 2007 is below 50 

and are not in Africa



Your turn (#2)
Use filter() and Boolean logical tests to show…

1. Canada before 1970
2. Countries where life expectancy in 2007 is below 50
3. Countries where life expectancy in 2007 is below 50 

and are not in Africa



filter(gapminder, country == "Canada", 
year < 1970)

filter(gapminder, year == 2007, lifeExp < 50)

filter(gapminder, year == 2007, lifeExp < 50, 
continent != "Africa")



Common mistakes
Collapsing multiple tests into one

Stringing together many tests when you could use %in%

filter(gapminder, 1960 < year < 1980)

filter(gapminder, 1960 < year, year < 1980)

filter(gapminder, country == "Mexico" | country == "Canada" |
country == "United States")

filter(gapminder, country %in% c("Mexico", "Canada", 
"United States"))



Common syntax

<VERB>(.data, ...)

Every dplyr verb function follow the same pattern

Data frame to transform

Stuff the verb does

First argument is a data frame; returns a data frame

dplyr function/verb



mutate()

mutate(.data, ...)

Create new columns

Data frame to transform Columns to make



mutate()

mutate(gapminder, gdp = gdpPercap * pop)

Create new columns

country continent year …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 …
Afghanistan Asia 1962 …
Afghanistan Asia 1967 …
Afghanistan Asia 1972 …
Afghanistan Asia 1977 …
Afghanistan Asia … …

country continent year … gdp
Afghanistan Asia 1952 … 6567086330
Afghanistan Asia 1957 … 7585448670
Afghanistan Asia 1962 … 8758855797
Afghanistan Asia 1967 … 9648014150
Afghanistan Asia 1972 … 9678553274
Afghanistan Asia 1977 … 11697659231
Afghanistan Asia … … …



mutate()

mutate(gapminder, gdp = gdpPercap * pop,
pop_mill = round(pop / 1000000)

Create new columns

country continent year …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 …
Afghanistan Asia 1962 …
Afghanistan Asia 1967 …
Afghanistan Asia 1972 …
Afghanistan Asia 1977 …
Afghanistan Asia … …

country continent year … gdp pop_mill
Afghanistan Asia 1952 … 6567086330 8
Afghanistan Asia 1957 … 7585448670 9
Afghanistan Asia 1962 … 8758855797 10
Afghanistan Asia 1967 … 9648014150 12
Afghanistan Asia 1972 … 9678553274 13
Afghanistan Asia 1977 … 11697659231 15
Afghanistan Asia … … … …



ifelse()

ifelse(<TEST>, <VALUE IF TRUE>, <VALUE IF FALSE>)

Do conditional tests within mutate()

mutate(gapminder, 
after_1960 = ifelse(year > 1960, TRUE, FALSE))

mutate(gapminder, 
after_1960 = 
ifelse(year > 1960, "After 1960", "Before 1960")



Your turn (#3)
Use mutate() to …

1. Add an africa column that is TRUE if the country is 
on the African continent

2. Add a column for logged GDP per capita
3. Add an africa_asia column that says “Africa or 

Asia” if the country is in Africa or Asia, and “Not 
Africa or Asia” if it’s not



Your turn (#3)
Use mutate() to …

1. Add an africa column that is TRUE if the country is 
on the African continent

2. Add a column for logged GDP per capita
3. Add an africa_asia column that says “Africa or 

Asia” if the country is in Africa or Asia, and “Not 
Africa or Asia” if it’s not



mutate(gapminder, africa = continent == "Africa")

mutate(gapminder, log_gdpPercap = log(gdpPercap))

mutate(gapminder, 
africa_asia = 

ifelse(continent %in% c("Africa", "Asia"), 
"Africa or Asia", 
"Not Africa or Asia"))



What if you have multiple verbs?
Make a dataset for just 2002; calculate log GDP per capita

gapminder_2002 <- filter(gapminder, year == 2002)

gapminder_2002_logged <- mutate(gapminder_2002,
log_gdpPercap =
log(gdpPercap))

Solution 1: Intermediate variables



What if you have multiple verbs?
Make a dataset for just 2002; calculate log GDP per capita

filter(mutate(gapminder_2002, 
log_gdpPercap = log(gdpPercap)),

year == 2002)

Solution 2: Nested functions



What if you have multiple verbs?
Make a dataset for just 2002; calculate log GDP per capita

Solution 3: Pipes!

The %>% (pipe) takes object on the left and passes it 
as the first argument of the function on the right

gapminder %>% filter(_______, country == "Canada")



What if you have multiple verbs?
These do the same thing!

filter(gapminder, country == "Canada")

gapminder %>% filter(country == "Canada")



What if you have multiple verbs?
Make a dataset for just 2002; calculate log GDP per capita

Solution 3: Pipes!
gapminder %>% 
filter(year == 2002) %>% 
mutate(log_gdpPercap = log(gdpPercap))



%>%
leave_house(get_dressed(get_out_of_bed(wake_up(me, time = 
"8:00"), side = "correct"), pants = TRUE, shirt = TRUE), 
car = TRUE, bike = FALSE)

me %>% 
wake_up(time = "8:00") %>% 
get_out_of_bed(side = "correct") %>% 
get_dressed(pants = TRUE, shirt = TRUE) %>% 
leave_house(car = TRUE, bike = FALSE)



summarize()

gapminder %>% summarize(mean_life = mean(lifeExp))

Compute table of summaries

country continent year lifeExp …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 28.801 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 30.332 …
Afghanistan Asia 1962 31.997 …
Afghanistan Asia 1967 34.020 …
Afghanistan Asia 1972 36.088 …
Afghanistan Asia … … …

mean_life
59.47444



summarize()

gapminder %>% summarize(mean_life = mean(lifeExp),
min_life = min(lifeExp)

Compute table of summaries

country continent year lifeExp …
Afghanistan Asia 1952 28.801 …
Afghanistan Asia 1957 30.332 …
Afghanistan Asia 1962 31.997 …
Afghanistan Asia 1967 34.020 …
Afghanistan Asia 1972 36.088 …
Afghanistan Asia … … …

mean_life min_life
59.47444 23.599



Your turn (#4)
Use summarize() to calculate…

1. The first (minimum) year in the dataset
2. The last (maximum) year in the dataset
3. The number of rows in the dataset 

(use the cheatsheet)
4. The number of distinct countries in the dataset (use 

the cheatsheet)



Your turn (#4)
Use summarize() to calculate…

1. The first (minimum) year in the dataset
2. The last (maximum) year in the dataset
3. The number of rows in the dataset 

(use the cheatsheet)
4. The number of distinct countries in the dataset (use 

the cheatsheet)



gapminder %>% 
summarize(first = min(year),

last = max(year),
num_rows = n(),
num_unique = n_distinct(country))

# A tibble: 1 x 4
first  last num_rows num_unique
<int> <int>    <int>      <int>

1  1952  2007     1704        142



Your turn (#5)

Use filter() and summarize()
to calculate the (1) the number of 

unique countries and (2) the 
median life expectancy on the 

African continent in 2007



Your turn (#5)

Use filter() and summarize()
to calculate the (1) the number of 

unique countries and (2) the 
median life expectancy on the 

African continent in 2007



gapminder %>%
filter(continent == "Africa", year == 2007) %>%
summarise(n_countries = n_distinct(country), 

med_le = median(lifeExp))

# A tibble: 1 x 2
n_countries med_le

<int>  <dbl>
1          52   52.9



group_by()

gapminder %>% group_by(continent)

Put rows into groups based on values in a column

Nothing happens by itself!

Powerful when combined with summarize()



group_by()
gapminder %>% 

group_by(continent) %>% 
summarize(n_countries = n_distinct(country)) 

continent n_countries
Africa 52
Americas 25
Asia 33
Europe 30
Oceania 2



group_by() %>% summarize()
city particle_size amount
New York Large 23
New York Small 14
London Large 22
London Small 16
Beijing Large 121
Beijing Small 56

pollution %>% 
summarize(mean = mean(amount), sum = sum(amount), n = n())

mean sum n
42 252 6



group_by() %>% summarize()
city particle_size amount
New York Large 23
New York Small 14
London Large 22
London Small 16
Beijing Large 121
Beijing Small 56

pollution %>% 
group_by(city) %>%
summarize(mean = mean(amount), sum = sum(amount), n = n())

mean sum n
18.5 37 2

mean sum n
19.0 38 2

mean sum n
88.5 177 2

city mean sum n
New York 18.5 37 2
London 19.0 38 2
Beijing 88.5 177 2



group_by() %>% summarize()
city particle_size amount
New York Large 23
New York Small 14
London Large 22
London Small 16
Beijing Large 121
Beijing Small 56

pollution %>% 
group_by(particle_size) %>%
summarize(mean = mean(amount), sum = sum(amount), n = n())

mean sum n
55.33 166 3

mean sum n
28.67 86 2

particle_size mean sum n
Large 55.33 166 3
Small 28.67 86 3



Your turn (#6)

Find the minimum, maximum, and median 
life expectancy for each continent

Find the minimum, maximum, and 
median life expectancy for each 

continent in 2007 only



Your turn (#6)

Find the minimum, maximum, and median 
life expectancy for each continent

Find the minimum, maximum, and 
median life expectancy for each 

continent in 2007 only



gapminder %>% 
group_by(continent) %>% 
summarize(min_le = min(lifeExp),

max_le = max(lifeExp),
med_le = median(lifeExp))

gapminder %>% 
filter(year == 2007) %>% 
group_by(continent) %>% 
summarize(min_le = min(lifeExp),

max_le = max(lifeExp),
med_le = median(lifeExp))



Program theories



Inputs
Things that go into a project; 

money, people, time, etc.

Activities
Actions that convert inputs to 

outputs; things that you do

Outputs
Tangible goods and services 
produced by activities; you 

have control over these

Outcomes
What happens when the 

target population uses the 
outputs; you don’t have 

control over these

Elements of a program



How and why an 
intervention causes change

A sequence of events that connects inputs to 
activities to outputs to outcomes

Program theory



Causes (activities) linked to effects (outcomes)

No truancy Reduced risk factors

Increased commitment 
to school

Better grades

Three phases of  
truancy intervention

Impact theory



One Laptop Per Child (OLPC)



One Laptop Per Child (OLPC)



Playpump



Should all social programs be 
rooted in explicit theory?

Articulated theory Implicit theory

Why theorize?







Ensure that the theory 
linking activities to the 

outcomes is sound!

No truancy Reduced risk factors

Increased commitment 
to school

Better grades

Three phases of  
truancy intervention

Impact theory



Logic models 
& results chains





to all schools in the district

PSD Attendance Court  
(K–10)

4th District Juvenile Court 
(9–10)

Meet with district social 
worker (11–12)

No truancy
Reduced risk factors  

for delinquency

Judges

PSD distributes truancy 
information to all families

# 
of people 

who know 
expectations

1st citation mailed home
# of  

1st citations 
mailed

3rd citation mailed home + 
referral to truancy court

# of  
3rd citations 

mailed
# of  

court  
attendees

Alternative 
plan created*

2nd citation mailed home + 
referral to truancy school

PowerPoint presentation + 
Explanation of state law + 

Instruction on PowerSchool

Students and parents attend 
truancy school

# of  
2nd citations 

mailed

# of  
truancy school 

attendees

Increased commitment 
to school

Better grades

Law, 
parents, 

students, teachers, 
and administrators

Grants

Truancy

Activity Outcome

Input Output
Logic Model 
Legend

Adapted from Provo 
School District, “Truancy 
Program Logic Model: FY 
2011–2012.”

5 unexcused 
absences
(5 total)

5 unexcused 
absences
(10 total)

5 unexcused 
absences
(15 total)

* Because 11th and 12th graders who receive 3rd citations are generally unable to graduate from high school, district social workers no longer attempt to increase their commitment to school. As such, any outcomes that occur as a result of the alternative plans made for these 
students (work study programs, career development assistance, etc.) are only tangentially related to the outcomes of the truancy program itself.  The system for creating alternative plans is an entirely separate program with its own logic model, goals, and outcomes.

% 
increase in 
grades and 
attendance



to all schools in the district

PSD Attendance Court  
(K–10)

4th District Juvenile Court 
(9–10)

Meet with district social 
worker (11–12)

No truancy
Reduced risk factors  

for delinquency

Judges

PSD distributes truancy 
information to all families

# 
of people 

who know 
expectations

1st citation mailed home
# of  

1st citations 
mailed

3rd citation mailed home + 
referral to truancy court

# of  
3rd citations 

mailed
# of  

court  
attendees

Alternative 
plan created*

2nd citation mailed home + 
referral to truancy school

PowerPoint presentation + 
Explanation of state law + 

Instruction on PowerSchool

Students and parents attend 
truancy school

# of  
2nd citations 

mailed

# of  
truancy school 

attendees

Increased commitment 
to school

Better grades

Law, 
parents, 

students, teachers, 
and administrators

Grants

Truancy

Activity Outcome

Input Output
Logic Model 
Legend

Adapted from Provo 
School District, “Truancy 
Program Logic Model: FY 
2011–2012.”

5 unexcused 
absences
(5 total)

5 unexcused 
absences
(10 total)

5 unexcused 
absences
(15 total)

* Because 11th and 12th graders who receive 3rd citations are generally unable to graduate from high school, district social workers no longer attempt to increase their commitment to school. As such, any outcomes that occur as a result of the alternative plans made for these 
students (work study programs, career development assistance, etc.) are only tangentially related to the outcomes of the truancy program itself.  The system for creating alternative plans is an entirely separate program with its own logic model, goals, and outcomes.

% 
increase in 
grades and 
attendance

No truancy Reduced risk factors

Increased commitment 
to school

Better grades

Three phases of  
truancy intervention

Impact theory vs. logic model



MPA/MPP at GSU



Your own logic models


